
A Vision for Sheffield 

 

It is wonderful to see such a cross section of representatives in a meeting solely 

devoted to Autism. 

It has been identified that between 3.2% to 3.8% of people in Sheffield are 

Autistic, a much bigger population than was previously thought. 

I am one of them, I am an Autistic adult, as is my husband, and we were both 

diagnosed in our 30’s, after our two children were diagnosed. 

In my interview for this role as Adult Autism Coordinator at Voluntary Action 

Sheffield, I told them something that I always mention when I give talks and 

workshops. I told them that I am working to ensure Sheffield is the best city it 

can possibly be for my children when they become adults, and if I can make it 

right for them, I will be making better for other Autistic people and their families 

too. 

I want Sheffield to be an inclusive city where Autistic people are not isolated 

from an activity, amenity or provision whether it is housed within the private, 

public, voluntary, charity or faith sector; every shop, cinema, restaurant, bus, 

tram, clinic, therapist, counsellor, festival, everything.  

When she is older, I want my daughter to interact with midwives, health visitors 

and mummy and baby groups that understand pregnancy and motherhood for 

Autistic women. 

I want the criminal justice system to understand autism, understand that if they 

see my son acting in an untypical way, he’s not a threat, he is Autistic and, 

deescalate the situation. 

I speak of these things because I know that these are things all Autistic families 

and charities want too, they want to be included in life, the everyday stuff that 

others take for granted 

An Autism inclusive city means schools, colleges and universities support us in 

education, the DWP or employment agencies supporting Autistic people finding 

work; and occupational health facilities supporting Autistic adults to stay in 

work. 

I am not naïve; our vision is ambitious. 

All these obstacles to daily living, all these negative interactions, impact greatly 

on the Autistic person’s psyche, on their mental health, their physical health and 

autonomy. Everyone in this room is the key to providing low-level preventative 

support for the Autistic communities. 

So welcome to the Sheffield Autism Partnership Network, and thank you for 

attending our launch. 

 

Melissa Simmonds - SAPN Coordinator 


